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Rebecca Apsan is the underwear evangelist.; That the proper bra affects not merely appearance, but outlook. There’ NY
Magazine sings her praises as “ (T-shirts, jersey dresses, white jeans, strapless dresses?and not just the celebrities who
swear because of it.s vicissitudes.the very best bra-fitter in the country” She knows that intimate clothing gets the
power to transform. And now Rebecca Apsan is ready to divulge thirty years of wisdom and insider information
regarding how underclothes can make the girl. The Wall Street Journal wrote up her function in catapulting HankyPanky thongs onto every well-dressed girl’ She provided all the intimate apparel for Sex and the town.on their front
page!s must-have list— therefore will Lucky. For a global where 85% of females are wearing the incorrect size bra, The
Underwear Handbook is a total tops-to-bottoms guidebook to bras, panties, slips, sleepwear shapewear, stockings,
teddies, camisoles, and accessories. That sexy silk or lace are feminine armor, supplying a soft coating of protection
against existence’) Straightforward advice on shopping, cleaning, organizing, and storing. Manuals to matching the right
underwear to different outfits. Her NEW YORK shop, La Petite Coquette, draws buyers from around the globe— No issue!s
the how-to on proper suit, including before-and-after photographs. But motivation, too: how exactly to cure body-image
hang-ups by finding the right undergarments. And romance: how to find your own inner flirt, create a unique style, and,
when the occasion is right, how to dress to undress.
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The only underwear book you'll ever need I'd originally saw this book a couple of years ago at a lingerie shop in
Hollywood and believed it was definitely adorable but didn't possess time to look over it. Yes, it is a sexy little book, but
sexuality simply includes the territory. Very helpful This book is so chalked full of helpful information. As my name says,
this is probably THE Lingerie manual. It covers bras, panties, shape wear, slips, undergarment care and attention, etc.
This Reserve Is For You.The book was a great overview, and worth committing to a man's bookshelf for review. As a
busty gal myself, the tips in that section truly opened my eyes to what I should be looking for when I go bra shopping
since it could be such a difficult encounter if you're not a B or C glass. Every fabulous woman should have this little pink
book on her coffee table as a reference, especially those people who are self-conscious about certain elements of their
bodies which is most likely 95% folks females. This handbook shows you how buying the right supportive
undergarments can make you look and feel great no matter the body type. This is an excellent book! Apsan walks you
through why females choose specific types and designs for different events. After reading, I found out I was putting on
the wrong brassiere size and noticed a big difference in appear and convenience once I was properly fitted. there's just
enough white space which means you feel like you're not reading a reserve that's too wordy. It is also chock filled with
lush (if somewhat outdated) illustrations so you can clearly visualize what's she's talking about. After all this book
covers EVERYTHING, from the care of lingerie, types and categories, tips for organizing said products, ideas for buying
your first brassiere (for pre-teens/teens and their parents) tights and pantyhose, shapewear; it even has a short chapter
for men who may need a little guidance when shopping for that unique bedroom attire for the girl within their life..
Readers interested in a brief history of lingerie can find it here. The Lingerie Handbook is a guide to buying the best
bras, panties, and sleepwear.) extremely approachable from a man point-of-view. There's a Little Something Here for
Everyone Written by who owns world-renowned NYC lingerie boutique, La Petite Coquette, The Underwear Handbook is
intended to be your definitive guide to all or any things underwear. I chose the 5-star rating because this reserve was
extremely informative and helpful and has a great design; It's most likely the largest chapter in the book. I learned a
whole lot and go back to this reserve for inspiration frequently. For five bucks, it was a bargain! It switches into depth on
a variety of undergarments. Together with your everyday bra. And at only [. This is much less of an overtly sexual book, if
anyone might have misconceptions of the title. Especially if you sell undergarments or clothing in your job. Great book
on underwear for any woman This is a great overview on how to select lingerie best suited for your body. Beautiful ideas
and great insight to lingerie I love this reserve for all the content material and style illustrations for various kinds of
lingerie... The reserve celebrates the feminine form with practical applications, such as for example helpful ways to
measure yourself. She offers useful tips on how to properly use a bra, how underwear should easily fit, etc. It had been a
very good read with plenty of recent history and tidbits. She understands females are manufactured uniquely and really
includes a firm understanding of feminine bodies and what suits, flatters, and supports. She even has a chapter for
males! All ladied should browse this reserve. Nevertheless, the girly cover did catch my interest and I recently ordered it
right here on Amazon.. In the event that you were ever baffled to why your girlfriend/wife/significant other had specific
types of undergarments, Ms.. I don't know why We expected more out of this book. Purchased as an overview "The
Underwear Handbook" is one of the best overviews of women's undergarments on sale today. Individuals who have to
know technical details, like how to measure your bra size, will get that here as well. If you're new to the world of
lingerie, and haven't the faintest idea the place to start, Rebecca includes a section dedicated to you too.The book has
10 chapters, ranging from why lingerie matters to how to look after it. The publication also offers interesting history
factors of ladies' underthings and good photos and photos. Great photos and courses. I highly recommend this book to
any lady either for guidance or just if buying lots of underwear is your issue!.], it's hard to not get a return on your
investment. I understand that I learned a number of things from The Underwear Handbook which made it well worth it's
purchase price...and I'm reading, composing, or discussing lingerie every single day on my blog ([...]). A great book on a
hardcore topic Although my primary interest is in sewing lingerie I found this book to become a great addition to my
library.Something great about the publication is Aspan includes a range of body types for her lingerie models from
complete to thin, from busty to small. It was very well put together and kept the reader interested all the way thru. It
addresses all aspects and has the "brain quotient" aspect that can so quickly be missing from our lives.. An excellent

addition to the library! The author, Rebecca Aspan, can be wonderfully compassionate towards her visitors and
understands ladies from AA to EE. So comprehensive and complete. Great photos and illustrations. Mark my words - it'll
be gold, when you know the difference between cheekies, boy-shorts and high-cuts during a holiday lingerie run for the
missus. Essential read to learn match and function of bras and undergarments. When I purchased it, sometime ago. Five
Stars good book arrived rapidly Five Stars excellent, many thanks I don't know why We expected more from this
publication ...The Lingerie Handbook is among those rare texts that manages to be everything to all people. Very happy I
purchased it and go through it..An excellent addition to my collection. And with several years worth of info crammed into
a comparatively meager 180 webpages, I believe it succeeds. It's even more of a reserve for a woman to take better
care and attention of her body, personal gown, feel comfortable and self-confident because she's not really pestered by
a pinching bra or a horrendous wedgie, and feel good whether someone will love her underwear with her or not really.I
thought probably there is more to underwear than what I knew. Well no, this book doesn't say anything brand-new. Five
Stars Who'd 'a thunk this would be so educational? Need A Good COUPLE OF Panties? I especially love the very
complete section on bras. The book was (aside from the pink cover and title! This book tells how not to wear a thong
panty, which boy-cut briefs is most beneficial for females, and what sleepwear can be more sexier. Interesting historic
tidbits though. Three Stars Comes off a little self-congratulatory and as an advert. This publication is perfect for women
who would like to buy the right panties. Three Stars Some good plus some unnecessary info.
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